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launches its 
1º first photo 

competition 
With the theme 

The journey around the slow journey 
I did not even tell half of what I did and seen on my travels cause I knew I 
would not be believed (The Million - Marco Polo). 

Who we are? 
The SlowTravel association is based on an idea of the travel experience experienced with the spirit of 
explorers that are timely and without unrealistic nostalgic visions. 
The SlowTraveller community combines and accompanies its components in a never-ending and 
exciting travel experience that stimulates the desire to increase the baggage of modern explorers. 

Why a photo contest? 
To expand the SlowTravel community. 
The photograph accompanies each of us: whether it is the journey to reach the workplace or the one 
undertaken to explore "new worlds", we feel the need to immortalize what we see, capturing in one 
shot the emotion lived, arousing in those who observe it the desire to leave. 

Why take part in the competition? 
Bring your talent in our association! 
Competition is an opportunity to put into play your passion but also an opportunity ... to obtain a 
mutual cooperation with the community. 

Why the pyramidal voting system (bottom up)? 
Let your works be rewarded by a different and unknown community of users and not just from you 
and your friends. Starting blocks are all the same! 

Who will win? 
It will be rewarded your ability to capture and communicate the essence of the moment you have 
lived will be rewarded: not only the subject you have immortalized but also the quality of the image 
and your careful and spontaneous observation are important. 

Why a competition open to everyone? 
Need an answer?  
Let's play! With our professional Nikon or our smartphone, let's get ready to our travel. 

 
 Regulation: www.slowtravel.it/regolamento/concorsoslowfoto2017.pdf 
 To partecipate:  www.slowtravel.it/st_contests/slowfoto2017/index.php 
 For more information:  concorsoslowfoto2017@slowtravel.it 
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